Clandestine Operations
The thrilling new series on the Cold War. One war may have ended, but another brutal one has already begun—one with a former ally.

- Death at Nuremberg
  (on sale 12/26/2017)
- Asssination Option
- Top Secret
- Curtain of Death

Presidential Agent
Set in the present day, the #1 bestselling series takes readers behind the scenes of contemporary counterterrorism in the wake of 9/11.

- Hazardous Duty
- Covert Warriors
- The Outlaws
- Black Ops
- The Shooters
- The Hunters
- The Hostage
- By Order of the President

The Corps
From the aviators to the Raiders, from officers to dog soldiers, they are the best and the bravest of America's military elite. They are the U.S. Marine Corps—facing the greatest challenges of their lives.

- Retreat, Hell!
- Under Fire
- In Danger's Path
- Behind the Lines
- Close Combat
- Line of Fire
- Battleground
- Counterattack
- Call to Arms
- Semper Fi

Honor Bound
U.S. Marine Major Cletus Frade and his team of spies intend to sabotage the efforts of the Nazis, and later the Russians, in any way necessary—without, of course, getting caught . . . or killed.

- Empire and Honor
- Victory and Honor
- The Honor of Spies
- Death and Honor
- Secret Honor
- Blood and Honor
- Honor Bound

Badge of Honor
In a series filled with color, detail, and authenticity, as well as human drama, Griffin portrays the inner workings of the Philadelphia police community.

- Broken Trust
  (on sale 10/6/2016)
- The Investigators
- The Murderers
- The Assassin
- The Witness
- The Victim
- Special Operations
- Men in Blue

The Brotherhood of War
W. E. B. Griffin's first series, featuring the lives and exploits of the men of the U.S. Army and the women who love them.

- Special Ops
- The Aviators
- The New Breed
- The Generals
- The Berets
- The Colonels
- The Majors
- The Captains
- The Lieutenants

Men at War
President Franklin Roosevelt turns to his law school pal William "Wild Bill" Donovan to channel his commanding presence to create the top-secret OSS—precursor to the CIA—and man it with the best of the best spies, saboteurs, and assassins.

- The Spymasters
- The Double Agents
- The Saboteurs
- The Fighting Agents
- The Soldier Spies
- The Secret Warriors
- The Last Heroes